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Notes of Meeting Held on 26th March and 2nd May 2018 

 Meeting of Beckley Village Hall Management Committee 

  held on Monday 26th March and 2nd May 2018 with this revision including the actions 

agreed at both meeting days. 

 

 

 

 Item Action 

1 Attendance on 26th March 

Geoff Mills (GM), John Walsh (JW), John Stradling (JS), Liz Bixby 
(LB), Bob Bixby (BB), Peter Gosney (PG), Ann Henman (AH) 

 
Apologies 
David Scott (DS) 

 
Attendance on 2nd May 

 
Geoff Mills, John Walsh, Ann Henman, Peter Gosney and David 
Scott part-time by mobile phone 

 
Apologies for Liz and Bob Bixby and John Stradling 

 

    

2 Minutes of last meeting (run over two dates - 17th Jan and 7th 

Feb) – see Attachment 1 

 

2.1 Approval (including attachments/papers) 
 
 

nfa 

2.2 Actions Arising not otherwise covered on the agenda  
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(i) Cleaning Contract  
 
LB has met with the cleaners. She has identified the cleaning 

agent used and Kingerlee will advise on its suitability. LB is 
meeting again on 18/1 to discuss the charge for consumables, 

the use of an attendance book to identify when cleaning has 
been carried out and the length of time per visit.It was agreed 
that 8am on Monday would be the most suitable time for 

cleaning to take place. Users to be reminded that they should do 
a ‘sweep through’ after each use. LB will challenge the 

consumable cost for clarification.    Stuart Marshall has been 
advised of the 8.00am cleaning time and will also add this to the 
on-line diary. 

 
LB reported that the cleaning timings were still unreliable and 

she would chase All in One again and also remind them of the 
need to sign the attendance sheet. It was agreed that the 
cleaning contract could be revisited after Dave Drew’s role beds 

down. 
 

Agreed that we retender the cleaning contract (keep confidential 
and don’t involve All in One). 
 

  

GM to liaise 

(ii) Facilities Management 
 

RB/LB/GM have discussed with Dave Drew and a proposed 
contract is attached (See Attachments 2 and 2a).  If this is 

agree then DS GM will talk to their cleaners about an alternative 
to All in One with Dave Drew who can then manage the 
preferred cleaner. 

 
The contract had been agreed with D Drew and BB would liaise 

with him over the signing. Initially the arrangement will be for a 
limited period while we and Dave monitor how it progresses. DD 

will report back on his activities during the initial period. After 
that the role will be reviewed and redefined as necessary. DD to 
confirm he has insurance - done. 

 
As of 30th April contract is signed by RB and with Dave Drew for 

signing, likely before the meeting on 2nd May. 
 
No received by meeting date but believed should be coming. GM 

to chase. 

 
 

RB/LB/GM 
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(iii) Update on Kingerlee Snagging and other Fit-out progress 
 
See updated to-do list from David Scott 

Rolling action 

(iv) Oxford Community Trust 
 
In the notes of 7th March Meeting we had the following item: 

 
Ted Cloke had offered to pursue a further funding option 

from Oxfordshire Community Trust which the committee 
welcomed. This could provide funds for equipment. This 
could be relevant for a youth club, sport etc. Needs could 

be clearer when the survey results are known. 
 

On 7th December Ted emailed: 
 
Hi Geoff 

I've checked up and the following two programs are appropriate 
to our needs. There are a rolling series of application dates and 

the current one is for the Delivering Impact prog which closes in 
mid Jan. This may be too short a time scale to compile an 
application.  

 
What do you intend to use a grant for and have you any idea of 

the costs involved? I would need this info to proceed with 
sourcing funds.  
 

http://oxfordshire.org/grants/small-vital-programme/ 
 

http://oxfordshire.org/grants/delivering-impact-programme/ 
 
It was suggested that this might be a source of funding for  

projecting equipment. AH will liaise with Ted Cloke. Following a 
lengthy discussion about sound system specifications it was 

agreed that AH would try to involve Steve Smith, Adrian Pennink 
and GM’s son in order to help to specify our needs. 
 

As of 2nd May meeting DVS has agreed to lead this through to 

DVS 

http://oxfordshire.org/grants/small-vital-programme/
http://oxfordshire.org/grants/delivering-impact-programme/
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completion with the next step being a report back to us for July. 

(v) Oxford Preservation Trust Award – which Kingerlee were leading 
on.  Agreed that we should aim for summer 2018 when the Hall 
has matured and our landscaping is in good shape.  

DS 
Agreed to roll 
over but note 

that we have 
received a 

reminder from 
OPT send to DS 
by email of 19th 

April. 
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(vi) Contact data sharing 

JS would try to arrive at an agreement with BACBS to share 

contact data. 

In the meantime Judy Bushrod has been developing a significant 

list which is being used to publicise VH events 

Email sharing. 

BACBS has agreed to use its mailing capacity to email all its members at 

some stage (when we know exactly what to email them!) saying that if 

they want to be on a particular mailing list then ‘here is the email address 

of whom to contact to get on the list’. 

Apparently the best we can do under the new rules. 

 

Agreed no further action at this time. 

 

NFA 

 (vii) Approval for new “start-up” groups. 

Ann has proposed the following: 

Board approval for activities such as the Ceilidh on 3rd 

February, the over 60’s exercise classes, and Film Night to be 

booked by a villager for the village private resident rate.  Ann 

proposes that they could be run up to three times with any loss 

made up by the Trust but not exceeding the above charge rate. 

 This subsidy is only available for the first three meetings.  We 

take on trust the declaration of any loss.   Every effort is to be 

made to make the activities self-sustainable.   Such support to 

be given to activities that were identified on the original survey 

forms as being “for the good of the village”. 

The committee discussed this and agreed that it would be 

necessary for the organiser of any event to agree that in order 

for the VH to accept the risk of loss it would usually be 

necessary for any profit to be ploughed back into subsequent 

events. There may be too much risk to support unconditionally a 

number of events without the opportunity to assess the 

profitability on an event by event basis. 

Action requested at meeting:  Approval of revised DN 6.    

The above is the record of the last meeting but this meeting on 

2nd May to confirm whether DN6 was approved or requires any 

 

 
 

 
 
AH and all for 

approval of DN6 
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further changes.  Approved 
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(viii) Proposal re Hall hire for mixed commercial/non-

commercial events at BVH. 

 
This suggestion arises as a result of events, such as Art Week and similar 

events, where there is a mixture of amateur and professional artists with 

very different reasons for choosing to exhibit. Art Week has a long 

tradition of a mixture of amateurs exhibiting (with no expectation of a 

sale) through to professionals, where Art week is an important vehicle for 

their creations. In the case of the Otmoor Collective there is the complete 

amateur/professional range, as well as different events with different 

expectations of sales (Summer Exhibition versus pre-Xmas Sale). 

It is appreciated that the village hall must financially benefit from 

activities within it. Some activities such as the Otmoor collective art week 

cannot predict in advance what sales might result from the exhibition, and 

it would be fair if the proceeds from any exhibition were shared between 

the exhibitors and the hall. In the event of poor sales (appalling weather 

for example, or appalling art!), this would not leave the exhibitors open to 

a serious loss on the event, which presumably would still have been of 

some value to the community. 

 

It is proposed to have a % of sales scheme with a minimum due, where the 

hirer is a village resident. It could also be extended to non-residents in the 

hope that the scheme is attractive and would bring in more bookings. For a 

Friday/Saturday/Sunday event, for example, a Beckley hirer would pay 

3x£85 (£345), plus 10% of sales, so that the hall would always receive a 

minimum of £345, and then 10% of any sales in addition. Thus if £3000 

was taken on art sales (refreshment costs excluded) the hall would receive 

£354 + £300 = £654, but if nothing were sold it would receive only the 

£354. The 10% is of sales, and not profit to avoid any arguments over 

what can be set against sales to reduce the profit.  

A non-village hirer would pay 3x£145 plus 10% of sales. 

 

It would also be appropriate to suggest to the hirer that the hall hire fee is 

divided amongst the exhibitors in the same way; equal apportionment of 

the base fee (£345) and then 10% of sales.  

 

This approach would ensure that all the artists around in Beckley could 

exhibit without the cost being too prohibitive in the event of no sales 

(which we know currently happens). 

 

Whether this approach should be offered in any particular case is to be left 

to the initial discretion of the Booking Secretary. 
 

 

 

GM to advise 
Stuart and 
update DN7 for 

issue to Adrian 
for uploading./ all 
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(ix) Resolution of Booking Conflicts and Update to Payment 
Arrangements 
The following amendment is proposed to the Hall website to 

replace: 
“Bookings will be processed on a first come, first served basis”  

 
With 
“Bookings will be processed on the basis of receipt of payments 

to secure a booking.  We do not hold provisional bookings.  All 
calendar entries show committed and paid bookings, there will 

be other confirmed bookings being processed but once the first 
due payment is received then that particular slot is committed to 
that Hirer” 

 
The Booking Form should have no option to pay on the day – 

and all payments need to be directly into the bank so that Stuart 
can see them, unless there are an absolute few exceptions but 
in reality it is a tiny, tiny %age that do not have online-banking 

and Stuart can liaise with GM or John Walsh to agree a rare 
exception. 

 
We should aim for the absolute minimum of administrative effort 
for Stuart, and the absolute minimum chance of any confusion – 

and that will come about by : - 
 

• One rule and one rule only – “no form and payment = no 
booking”. 
 

We should, of course, make the rule a good rule which we will 
do by the regular reviews to our Hiring Policy and Charge Rate 

Structure.  The proposal by Stuart to provide for staged 
payments also seems sensible (Paper 11 of 13th Dec 2017 
meeting) which I have incorporated into DN7 and DN5. 

 
Note also that there has been some ongoing discussion about 

deposits to cover possible damage to the Hall.  I have not 
included provision for this in the amended documents and for 

the following reason: 
 
• They increase administration cost 

• We can only legitimately hold monies if we have the 
evidence to support it 

• If we have the evidence then we are already permitted 
under our Hire Agreement to recover monies 

• I don’t believe we will have difficulty in such recovery 

given our charitable status. We then only incur the admin 
costs if we have a claim to make.  I have, however, 

included tougher recovery provisions  
• including debt collection costs – thus: 

NFA 
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Contract Condition 44 – Debt Collection 

 

Interest of 10% per annum (to include for normal debt 
recovery administration costs) will be charged on 
outstanding monies due.  In the event of a debt being 

outstanding for more than 30 calendar days the Trust 
reserves the right to appoint a professional debt 

collection firm and their fees will be payable by the 
Hirer in addition to the outstanding debt and interest.  
The Trust is a charity and cannot afford the time, cost 

and energy to chase outstanding monies.   
 

Action requested at meeting:   Approval of all changes following 
which GM will let John Baker and the Interest Groups know of 

the change and will advise Adrian to make the changes to the 
website. 
 

These are the notes from the last meeting but we need at this 
meeting (2nd May) to discuss and close out. 

 
Agreed no deposit to be taken – so action closed out. 
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(x) Allocation of Booking Slots to make best use of Hall time 
 
This needs serious consideration and we will not aim to solve it 

this meeting but we need to start to think about how we might 
reserve slots and deal with potential double bookings where one 

is a long term Village hire at low income and the other is a cash 
cow. 
 

Action requested at meeting:    None for this meeting but keep 
as a rolling item. 

Rolling item 

(xi) Film Show Licensing 
 
AH has done some research on this and found the following 

guidance: 
 

http://bfi.org.uk/neighbourhoodcinema/licensing-your-
community-cinema 

 
I think this is best left to me as I will know where to cover the 
outcome in our various guidance notes. 

 
Action requested at meeting:    Hold on this until we are closer 

to getting the equipment.   This is likely to involved a 12 month 
fee and license.  AH has some research already on this. 

Rolling action 
 

(xii) RSPB 
 
Fiona has advised us that she will be stepping down as our 

catering link with the RSPB and has asked if another volunteer 
could be found to take her place. LB reported that she had 

spoken to Fiona and a group of ladies at WOBBLE had agreed to 
take it on.  Action closed out. 

NFA 

http://bfi.org.uk/neighbourhoodcinema/licensing-your-community-cinema
http://bfi.org.uk/neighbourhoodcinema/licensing-your-community-cinema
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(xiii) Purchase by Trust of sanitary bag rack for ladies and 
disabled toilets, larger bin for disabled toilet and 
associated bags.    

 
GM has made the purchases but we need to get the units 

assembled and fixed. This is something that would be picked up 
by Dave Drew if appointed. 

RB/GM 

(xiv) Diary details – why can’t some users not see the booking 

diary details. 
 
RB to contact Adrian Hampshire to request trustee access to 

annotated version of booking details.   Done and on 2nd May to 
check that we can close this out.  Closed out but if any Trustee 

needs further advice please talk to Adrian Hampshire. 

NFA 

(xv) Diary Details - Add a page with regular activities and 
contact details. 

 
RB to draft details and circulate 

 
 

RB 

(xvi) Operating Instruction Generally – needed. 
 
Rolled over as we await update on Kingerlee manuals which DVS 

said he has as of 2nd May. 

GM 

(xvii) Rolling items from Treasurer’s Report 

 
It was suggested that 150 club money could be spent on 
projecting equipment.  GM has advised Ted and thanked him on 

our behalf for his continuing work on the 150 club.. 
 

The committee agreed to take a year’s view of income and 
expenditure in July before setting a budget for next year. 
 

We need to advise Ted of the costs. 
  

Second item to 

be rolled to July. 
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(xviii) 

2018 Fireworks Night 

We have received the following proposal from the PC: 

Dear all, 

The Parish Council book the fireworks and first-aider, and hope 

to cover this £2000 cost from the gate takings - eg 500 

attendees @ £4ea. 

The Parish Council has previously booked the food 

(hotdogs/burgers etc done outside) in conjunction with 

FriendsOfBeckleySchool (FOBS) or a semi-professional caterer if 

FOBS are not engaged in any given year - profits go to Beckley 

School, or the semi-professional caterer. 

BVHMC/BIG has previously provided the Mulled Wine / Tea / 

Coffee / Hot Chocolate / Orange Squash - profits to the hall. 

I have suggested that FOBS take on both - and the evening is 

Beckley's annual "give" to our village school. Trustees to 

consider at some point before November. 

Sue is in effect giving you notice of the night that the Parish 

Council will put run the annual firework display on the playing 

field - the Parish Council won't be using the hall. 

Kind regards, 

David 

Note that Stuart has asked: 

Dear Geoff, 

Please could you confirm if it is correct for there to be zero 

charge for next year’s Bonfire Night booking, as outlined below?  

I was told that the Parish Council doesn’t receive any special 

discounts (beyond the normal village event rate), so thought I 

better check. It would be £75 if we charged the ‘village event’ 

rate. 

Regards, 

Stuart Marshall 

The committee agreed with this arrangement for this year but 

wanted to be assured that FOBS would ‘hire’ the hall with no 

DVS to talk to 
FOBS (joint 
chairs are Liz 

Buttery and Liz 
Campbell) 
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charge so that they took on responsibility for the care of the hall 
during the evening. 
 

 
 

The above is the record from the last meeting but there was no 
close-out which we need. 
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(xix) Not used.  
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(xx) Website Optimisation 

Adrian Hampshire has written to GM as follows: 

 

I submitted the keywords "arts" and "venue" to Google a 

number of weeks ago, Geoff. Clearly this is not sufficient so 

what we need (and what I think I also asked for) is some 

introductory text for our hall that includes a description of the 

various purposes that the hall can be used for (i.e. not just "arts 

venue" but all the other purposes including the playing field). 

Can you organise this? 

 

Once I have this text, I will add it to the home page and then 

trigger Google to re-index our site. (The text is best placed on 

the Home page. I propose to add it between the "welcome" 

sentence and the Inside and Outside pictures links.) 

 

Thanks, 

 

Adrian 

The committee suggested the words- contemporary, light, 

modern, views, outside space, playground,parking, country 

walks, RSPB reserve, art exhibition venue with hanging system, 

parties, weddings, good access. RB to draft and circulate to 

trustees for comments. 

RB’s suggested draft: 

This recently built, and newly equipped hall has a contemporary, 

light feel to it and has extensive panoramic views to the 
Chilterns and over Otmoor. It is suitable for parties, weddings, 

meetings, exhibitions etc It has a well fitted kitchen and can 
seat 120 people at tables. It has an extensive professional wall 
hanging system throughout and is an ideal arts venue. It lies 

just outside Oxford with good access from the M40/A40/A34 and 
has generous parking provision. Outside there is a substantial 

grassy open space suitable for marquees, outside sports etc and 
a children’s playground.  
 

Is the above agreed if so GM will relay to Adrian H.    Approved. 

GM 
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(xxi) Latest To-Do List 
 
See Attachment 3 

 
 

DS on Kingerlee 
snagging. 
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(xxii) Gigaclear 
 
Gigaclear had approached us with the following proposal: 

We would like to set up the village hall on a B1GS service and 
agree that we will set you up as a ‘Non-revenue’ customer for 

the duration of the contract term (24 months with a 3 month 
notification period for cancellation thereafter). This will be 
reviewed after 2 years and we will determine whether or not we 

would like to continue this agreement for you for another 
contract term. Should this be decided that we would not like to 

continue this offer then there is also no obligation for you to 
continue a service at the village hall at this service level (or at 
all, should you wish). However, I would be surprised if this ever 

had to be discussed. 

I simply need confirmation from you that you would like me to 
proceed and get this set up for you and also a confirmation of a 

commencement date for your new B1GS service to begin. This 
will automatically trigger at midnight on the start day of the 
contract and will be for a period of 24 from that date. 

In return, we would be delighted for you to place some 
notification that Gigaclear has supported the development of the 
village hall and would like to thank you for your continuous 

support of Gigaclear throughout the community over the last 
few years. 

My Director, Alistair Goulden enjoys hearing of ‘success’ stories 

in the local community and would certainly appreciate a short 
note from you (if you had some spare time of course!) letting 
him know how this may affect the users of the hall in the future. 

He can be reached on Alistair.goulden@gigaclear.com if this is 
something that you would like to do. 

The committee welcomed the offer and agreed that some  free 

use of the hall could be offered to Gigaclear for local meetings 
and training.  

The above was as reported at the last meeting but we appear 

not to have close out – to be agreed at this meeting. 

DVS to close out. 

  

DVS 

mailto:Alistair.goulden@gigaclear.com
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(xxiii) External Noticeboard 
 
Find out from the PC how this is maintained because we would 

like to have permanent notices about how to hire the Hall.   Also 
consider getting Stuart’s number in the Newsletter as a routine 

and a simple notice within the Hall.   
 
DS has a key which VHC can access. It was agreed to display 

booking contact details and charges on both this NB and inside 
the hall 

 
DS will provide a key to the VHC. 
The committee also discussed the need for a N/B dedicated to 

the hall and its activities to be located in the porch. it was 
agreed that a board 4 x A4 by 2 x A4 would be suitable. 

 
AH will let us know what she would like to see on the external 
noticeboard including emergency contact numbers. 

RB/LB 
 
AH for what to 

display. 

(xxiv) Updated and new policies/procedures 
 
Action requested at meeting:    Approval sought for the latest 

versions of the documents in Attachment 2 (Note for this 
meeting - that would be Attachment 2 in the last minutes – see 

Attachment 1 below) 
 
 

 
The above is as reported at the last meeting but no record of 

approval being given. Can that be given at this meeting please. 
 
Approved 

Already loaded on 
website 

3 Treasurer’s Report 
 

For 26th March 
 
JW reported that income level was good. 

A surprising bill for £5000 had been received from Castle Water. 
He was investigating if this might include Kingerlee’s 

consumption during the construction of the hall or if there might 
be a leak. 
JW would like to arrange an audit and favoured a commercial 

organisation, given the CIO status of the committee. 
 

For 2nd May 
 
Good first year’s result. 
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4 Report on activities since last meeting and general status 
of forward bookings.   
 

See Stuart Marshall’s report (see Attachment 6.) 
 

There was an encouraging number of bookings mainly local. 
 
SODC wanted to book the hall for a grant meeting. It was 

agreed to waive the charge to acknowledge their generosity in 
funding the hall. 

 
AH had investigated table tennis tables and it was felt that 
storage room might be a problem. Some chairs might be stored 

in the hall. The bells cupboard might be placed in the foyer.  
There was a need to encourage use by younger people and Sue 

Roberts was suggesting a pizza evening to engage young people 
in discussions. 
AH reported that GO Active were introducing Nordic Walking and 

were in discussion with the pilates and yoga groups. 
 

There had been a complaint about the external noise and light 
pollution during the Ceillidh in Feb. It was agreed that 
organisers should have controlled the opening of the vents. The 

offending lights in the changing room have since been adjusted. 
 

 
 
 

The above is as reported following the last meeting but we need 
to close out and also GM notes that the offending lights have not 

been adjusted and he has put paper covers in front of them as a 
temporary measure.  Dave Drew can do this if we have lost the 
opportunity with Kingerlee. 

 
Ann H would also like some time at this meeting to update us on 

activities. 
 

Talk by Muir Grey, AH would approach the pub group about 
hiring a sound system. 
 

The offer of a ‘free’ table tennis table would be taken up. There 
was some interest in the activity and the Keeleys had 

volunteered to lead on this. It was agreed that this might be a 
suitable activity for younger residents and the possible need for 
CRB checks was raised. 

It was agreed that the VHC would be the nominal ‘organiser’ of 
dances for the purposes of payment etc. 

 
Movie nights were being planned for the Autumn (see2.2(xi)) 

NFA 
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JS agreed to produce publicity posters for events – this was 
done. 

 
The lights have now been adjusted. 

 
Closed out and NFA 
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5 AOB  

5.1 Change to Music Licensing 
 
Note that we have been advised that the PRS and PPL licenses 

for music are to be merged into a new single license. We will be 
advised of the new arrangements on renewal which will then 

need changes to our hire terms. 

 
 
GM rolling item 

until we see 
details on 

renewal. 

5.2 Attachment 4 
 

Trustees to advise GM how to respond. 
 
Note that Ted Cloke has confirmed that he has not retained any 

records.  Note also that DS has advised that “Online information 
seems to suggest that Charities are exempt from FOI requests.” 

 
Response agreed and send at last meeting so this is for record 
only and can be closed out. 

 
 

NFA 

5.3 Attachment 5 
 
Agreed not to pursue this. 

 
 
NFA 
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5.4 Counter Terrorism 
 
See Attachment 7 – if you agree I will incorporate into our hire 

terms and guidance. 
 

 
From: Bayliss, Olly  
Sent: Monday, February 19, 2018 10:45 AM 

Subject: Safeguarding  
  

For the attention of Town and Parish Clerks, 
  
Good morning,  

  
The Community Safety Team would like to offer our latest 

guidance on Safeguarding, PREVENT (counter-terrorism) and 
Modern Slavery to assist with the booking of venues rooms by 
town and parish council staff. 

  
South and Vale District Councils include this information within 

their own room hire terms and conditions. There are also ‘spot 
the signs’ style tips and advice for those who hire out 
buildings/rooms also in relation to protecting vulnerable people 

from harm and exploitation, we hope you find these of interest 
and consider adopting these in your own policies and practices.    

  
If you would like any more information please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

  
Kind regards 

  
Olly 

Olly Bayliss 

Projects Officer 
Community Safety Team 
South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse District Councils 

 
01235 422593 

www.southoxon.gov.uk | @southoxon  

www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk | @whitehorsedc  

 

Approved – GM to incorporate in our procedures. 

GM 

http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/
http://twitter.com/southoxon
http://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/
http://twitter.com/whitehorsedc
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5.5 Dave Drew 
 
GM proposes that once Dave Drew’s role has bedded down 

(maybe three months) we invited  him to meet the Committee 
for a review.  If agreed keep this as a rolling action for a mid-

year review. 

Rolling action. 
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5.6 Muir Grey talk and future village Bookings.  AH has written: 
 
It was agreed to add a new low hourly rate for bookings for 

activities that we consider will benefit the village.   See DN7 rev 

11 

 

GM to advise 
Stuart of the new 
Charge Rate 

Structure and ask 
Adrian to upload 

this. 
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5.7 Review of Charge Rates 
 
Stuart Marshall has asked us to respond to the following:  (see 

also Attachment 8) 
 

Geoff, 
 
We currently have three over 60’s weekly exercise classes as 

part of the SODC Go Active Gold initiative. As per the attached 
notes from your meeting with Conor and Ann last year: "…we 

get continuing support from SODC for ten weeks.  The aim at 
the end of the ten weeks is to leave us with a commercial hire 
for village fitness activities for the over 60s." 

 
Please could the you/the trustees advise on the appropriate rate 

(one for the BVHMC agenda I imagine). Assuming all classes 
take our minimum 1.5 hour daytime rate then the options are: 
 

Beckley resident rate = £12 (for 1.5 hrs) 
Non-Beckley rate = £22.5 (for 1.5 hrs) 

Commercial rate = £37.5 (for 1.5 hrs) 
 
I know a couple of trustees have expressed to stay away from 

the commercial rate when there is a direct benefit to Beckley 
residents. 

 
Other weekly classes  
 

It might also be a good opportunity (at the BVHMC) to review 
our two other weekly exercise classes and their charges. 

 
Yoga (Monday 19:00 to 20:00) £8 
Pilates (Tues 9:30 to 10:30) £8 

 
Both of these ‘legacy’ bookings are:  

• not charged for our minimum of 1.5 hours, only for 1 
hour. 

• charged at the Beckley resident rate. 
• charged at the daytime rate (even though Yoga is in the 

evening and therefore our lowest rate is £15/hr) 

 
Bells and the Art Group are equally charged at the £8/hr 

daytime Beckley rate, for 2 and 3.5 hours respectively.  
 
Regards, 

 
Stuart Marshall 

 
Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 

Stuart to see new 
DN7 
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07862 230462 
www.beckleyvillagehall.org 
 

Stuart to see new DN7 
 

http://www.beckleyvillagehall.org/
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5.8 How to handle hirers who do not clean the Hall? 

Stuart has asked for advice as follows: 

 

Dear Stuart 

Thank you.  Kidlington is not far from here but the hirer is not a 

villager.  I think I will ask Geoff if we can discuss bookings at 

the next meeting.   We have to ensure that the hall is left clean 

any tidy after every hiring.  

Thanks Liz 

Sent from my iPad 

 

> On 23 Apr 2018, at 19:53, Stuart Marshall 

<booking@beckleyvillagehall.org> wrote: 

>  

> Dear Liz, 

>  

> That is disappointing to hear. I was speaking to Ann Henman 

this morning and she had explained that Dave Drew had sent 

out a message out saying the hall had not been left in a good 

condition. 

>  

> The woman who hired the hall is from Kidlington (which 

probably means more to you than me). She has also booked the 

hall again in August. I did send her an email last week which 

contained the following: 

>  

> "On the last two pages of the attached is also a useful 

checklist for hirers for start-up and the end of the hire. Copies of 

these checklists are available for use in the top drawer on top of 

the white cabinet in the foyer. Please leave the hall as you found 

it, and in particular if you could ensure the main hall is swept 

after use." 

GM to advise 
Stuart 

mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org
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>  

> Let me know if you think we should cancel the August 

booking, or if there is anything we could do to ensure the hall is 

left in a better condition for her next booking? 

>  

> Regards, 

>  

> Stuart Marshall 

>  

> Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 

> 07862 230462 

> www.beckleyvillagehall.org 

>  

> On 23/04/2018, 16:10, "Liz Bixby" <lizbixby@me.com> 

wrote: 

>  

>   Dear Stuart 

>   The persons who hired the hall on Saturday evening left 

their rubbish sacks by the front door and the ladies toilets in a 

less than desirable state.  If they were local hirers could we 

know who they are please. 

>   Many thanks 

>   Liz  

Agreed to send a bill for 50 pounds and if they pay then they 

can hire the hall again, if not then black-list the hirer. 

 

http://www.beckleyvillagehall.org/
mailto:lizbixby@me.com
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5.9 Rate Guidance Request from Stuart 
 
Sorry Geoff. Just so I’m clear. Would you like me to charge at 

the non-commercial rate for this coming event, or advise the 
hirer that the rate is being discussed at the next BVHMC on the 

2nd May, and we will invoice after that? (I don’t want to upset 
anyone by understanding incorrectly.) 
 

The training day is planned for the 11th June, and they haven’t 
asked me what the charge might be yet. 

 
Regards, 
 

Stuart Marshall 
 

 
From: Geoffrey Mills <geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com> 
Date: Thursday, 19 April 2018 at 02:33 

To: "WALSH, John" <john.walsh@oup.com>, Stuart Marshall 
<booking@beckleyvillagehall.org>, Robert Bixby 

<robliz.bixby@btinternet.com>, David Scott 
<dvcscott@gmail.com> 
Cc: Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com>, Peter Gosney 

<peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk>, John Stradling 
<John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk> 

Subject: RE: Commercial Rate Guideline 
 
I’ll add it to the agenda for our next meeting 

  
Thanks 

  
  
Geoff 

  
  

  
  

From: WALSH, John <john.walsh@oup.com>  
Sent: 18 April 2018 18:56 
To: Stuart Marshall <booking@beckleyvillagehall.org>; Robert 

Bixby <robliz.bixby@btinternet.com>; David Scott 
<dvcscott@gmail.com>; Geoffrey Mills 

<geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com> 
Cc: Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com>; Peter Gosney 
<peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk>; John Stradling 

<John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk> 
Subject: RE: Commercial Rate Guideline 

  
I would agree with the original proposal on two grounds: 

GM to advise 
Stuart. 

mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
mailto:john.walsh@oup.com
mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
mailto:dvcscott@gmail.com
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
mailto:peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk
mailto:john.walsh@oup.com
mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
mailto:dvcscott@gmail.com
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
mailto:peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk
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1) That I feel the commercial rate should be limited to the 
purely commercial without local relation. 

2) That it is much easier to administer than a more 

subjective approach. 
  

Regards 
  
John 

  
From: Stuart Marshall [mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org]  

Sent: 18 April 2018 11:49 
To: Robert Bixby; David Scott; Geoffrey Mills 
Cc: Ann Henman; Peter Gosney; John Stradling; WALSH, John 

Subject: Re: Commercial Rate Guideline 
  

Dear All, 
  
Thanks for the comments David and Bob. I’ve yet to give the 

charge to the hirer, so I’m happy to wait to see if there are any 
further comments and then for Geoff perhaps to confirm later 

what I should charge with this particular hire. 
  
They have effectively made the booking, and have asked for an 

invoice to be sent for the charge (without asking what the 
charge is, and left this part blank on the form). I was a bit 

cautious asking for the commercial rate without authorisation as 
Fiona Singleton had said to me that she has “been trying to 
“sell” our wonderful hall to other colleagues for their events too 

as it is far superior to other halls we have been using!!!!”. I 
didn’t want to get the charge wrong and maybe harm the 

potential for future bookings, but valid points have been made 
below. 
  

Regards, 
  

Stuart Marshall 
  

Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 
07862 230462 
www.beckleyvillagehall.org 

  
From: Robert Bixby <robliz.bixby@btinternet.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 18 April 2018 at 09:30 
To: David Scott <dvcscott@gmail.com> 
Cc: Geoffrey Mills <geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com>, Stuart 

Marshall <booking@beckleyvillagehall.org>, 
"geofrey.mllls@sipgroup.com" <geofrey.mllls@sipgroup.com>, 

Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com>, Peter Gosney 
<peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk>, John Stradling 

mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org
http://www.beckleyvillagehall.org/
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
mailto:dvcscott@gmail.com
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org
mailto:geofrey.mllls@sipgroup.com
mailto:geofrey.mllls@sipgroup.com
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
mailto:peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk
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<John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk>, John Walsh 
<john.walsh@oup.com> 
Subject: Re: Commercial Rate Guideline 

  
I tend towards David’s view. 

Our job is not to ‘subsidise’ anyone. Would these organisations 
give us a discount? 
If such organisations have been willing to pay the going rate in 

the past why reduce it? 
There are quite number of issues here , lets discuss it properly. 

Bob 
On 18 Apr 2018, at 09:18, David Scott <dvcscott@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

  

My thoughts, 

  
A quick call to the Said Business School for room hire came up 
with : - 

  
10-20 people size £425 for 8 hrs 

30 people size £680 
40 people size £740 
  

I think our distinction should be on whether or not the hirer is 
bringing something to Beckley - even if they are making a living 

(profit) from it (eg pilates) I would be happy with the non-
commercial rate for them as long as they don't have a clads of 
20 paying full whack. 

  
£25hr (our comm rate) is a fabulous rate for anything that 

vaguely resembles a proper business - or a PubSec with proper 
budgets etc? 
  

Best wishes, 
  

David 
  

On Wed, Apr 18, 2018 at 12:35 AM, Geoffrey Mills 
<geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com> wrote: 

Dear Stuart 

  

I think your instinct sounds right – I’ll propose to the Trustees 

that we use the non-commercial rate for non-for-profit 
organisations and public bodies and the commercial rate for 
commercial organisations unless they are using the hall for 

mailto:John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk
mailto:john.walsh@oup.com
mailto:dvcscott@gmail.com
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
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charitable activities. 

  

I’ll put it on the agenda for the next meeting but for any 
commitments you need to make before then please follow the 
above. 

  

If that is agreed then I’ll add to DN7 to capture that agreement. 

  

Thanks 

Amended DN7 approved. 

  

  

Geoff 

  

  

  

From: Stuart Marshall <booking@beckleyvillagehall.org>  

Sent: 17 April 2018 21:48 
To: Geoffrey Mills <geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com> 

Subject: Commercial Rate Guideline 

  

Dear Geoff, 

  

I would like a little clarity around usage of the commercial hire 
rate. When money is changing hands it’s easy to class as 

commercial. However I’m not clear for bookings made by a 
business for say a meeting/training day. 

  

mailto:booking@beckleyvillagehall.org
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
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At the moment charities and not for profits are being classed as 
non-commercial, and other ‘profit driven’ businesses would be 
on the commercial rate. I’m not though sure how to deal with 

public bodies. Prior to the start of my role John Baker took a 
booking for an away day for the University charged at the non-

commercial rate. I now have a booking from the NHS/Abingdon 
Community Hospital for a training day. Clearly the NHS has a 
large budget, but it is also a not for profit. My instinct is that it 

should be non-commercial, would you agree? 

  

The charge for the 7 hour booking on a commercial rate would 
be £175, and £75 on a non-commercial rate. 

  

Note that Fiona Singleton is also involved with this booking and 

is trying to “sell” the wonderful hall to her colleagues, so it 
might be the first of several bookings to come. 

  

Regards 

  

Stuart Marshall 

  

Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 

07862 230462 

www.beckleyvillagehall.org 

  

  
  

Oxford University Press (UK) Disclaimer 

 

http://www.beckleyvillagehall.org/
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5.10 Stuart Marshall Contract Review – see also Attachment 9 
 
Please see below- I recommend acceptance – Geoff Mills 

 
Dear Geoff, 

 
Attached is a document with: 
 

• An overview of my timesheet hours for the last 4 months. 
The first two months I’ve omitted as they included a lot of 

‘set-up’ tasks. 
• Some figures on number of hires, as an approximate 

guide of workload. 

• A more detailed timesheet for the last month. (I always 
track my time accurately as I carry out tasks, however 

the details were sometimes added from memory, often 
after a busy day therefore should be seen as an overview 
and doesn’t necessarily include all tasks completed.) 

 
The role has expanded from my original tender based on the 

following: 
 

1. That I have taken on the responsibilities of John Baker 

(HRM), which as page 1 of the attached shows was 
planned to take almost complete responsibility of around 

46% of the hires. 
2. The number of hires in total have also increased, and look 

set to continue to stay very strong in comparison to me 

starting the role. 
 

3. The above are the two most important factors, but it is 
also apparent that the vast majority of hirers don’t 
navigate the hall charges and online booking form very 

well. This takes more guided assistance than I had 
expected. 

 
With regards to point 1 above. It was absolutely never my 

intention to absorb John’s role. In fact, the creation of a HRM 
role so I had ‘someone on the ground’ was key to me being 
interested in tendering for the role. John has always been 

pleasant to work with, but unfortunately in practice it wasn’t 
workable. I haven’t been in contact with him, outside of his own 

church meeting booking, for over two months now. At present 
his only involvement is the collection of money for two interest 
groups and providing them with a key if they require it. 

 
Given the above there will have to be an increase in my monthly 

charge. However, all things considered I would be prepared to 
do this based on 17.5 hours per month, which would be £262.50 

GM to email SM 
cc JW to establish 
new rate. 
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per month. In comparison to the current charge of £195 based 
on 13 hours. This would be an increase of only about an hour 
per week for a significant expansion of the role. I hope that this 

is deemed acceptable. 
 

Let me know if you require anything else. I appreciate this will 
need to be approved by all trustees, quite possibly in the next 
BVHMC meeting. 

 
Regards, 

 
Stuart Marshall 
 

Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 
07862 230462 

www.beckleyvillagehall.org 
 
Approved and to take effect from 9th April 2018 

 
 

http://www.beckleyvillagehall.org/
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5.11 Circulation of emails between meetings 
 
Do Trustees want copying in on all communications between 

meetings?  Discuss also how we might streamline decision 
making and what level of delegated authority.  GM suggests that 

for hiring generally that he/Stuart can make decisions and only 
revert to the Committee if between us but with the caveat that if 
we feel the need to make a decision not covered by an existing 

policy then we either revert to the full committee or caveat it by 
stating that it is a single event concession – and trust us to 

decide which line to take. 
 
Agreed to leave it to the recipient’s discretion which Trustees are 

copied in between meetings.  Try to remember to cut out 
footers. 

All 
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5.12 Not used  
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5.13 Security of Bells – advice sought on how to respond to 
the following: 
 

Dear Geoff 
 

Lovely to see you this afternoon.  I just wanted to make you 
aware, that some time ago, we as a Group were asked how 
much space we required for storage of our equipment and Sue 

Cloke, who was the Bells representative at the time, did some 
calculations and gave the VH Committee our requirement.  This 

was accepted by you and I guess was transmitted to the 
Architects so that they could include it, with other User’s needs, 
in their specification.   

 
We do our best to try and fit in with your suggestions, but I 

need you to know that the cupboard represents some £6,800 
worth of equipment and that is why the cupboard was placed in 
a room that could be locked.  Mostly I am sure it will be safe, 

but not when the village hall is used for large parties.  As you 
know we had some cushions stolen last year, which were in one 

of the kitchen type cupboards, sadly unlocked at the time.   
 
Perhaps some thought should be given by the Committee to 

ensure that the equipment will be safe in all circumstances. 
 

I look forward to hearing from you.   
 
Best wishes 

Celia 
 

Trustees asked Liz Bixby to clarify the position. 

LB to clarify. 
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5.14 Gardening maintenance 
 
The following proposal was approved – GM to agree the formal 

contractual arrangements. 
 

Beckley Village Hall   Greenscapes 
April 2018 
On a recent inspection of the site with Mr Mills, please find below 

an outline of the work that I think needs to be achieved. I was 
shown the borders and beds that require maintenance, I am 

aware that a well maintained outside space will attract to the 
village hall. The borders are quite weed infested; this will 
require an amount of time at the start to immediately bring 

them up to an improved standard.  
After a few months regular maintenance to reduce the weeds, a 

layer of bark mulch could be laid over the borders; (at extra 
expense) this not only would act as a weed suppressant but help 
to retain moisture. The car parking areas would need to be weed 

killed around the edges this cost is included in the monthly 
maintenance. 

In some areas new plants would improve the look of the existing 
planting; we could view and advise on a later date. We are 
Royal Horticultural Society trained gardeners who have been 

working locally for over twenty years. 

2 Days initial work to bring the borders to improved 

standard   £ 340 

1 Day regular maintenance per month                                              

£ 170 

 
If you require any further information then please let us know, 

Yours faithfully, 
Rob Green 
 

Please note that watering of existing plants is not included in the 
cost of the monthly maintenance fee. All rubbish to be placed in 

the waste bin. 
 

GM 
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5.15 Trustee Representative for major events – guidance needed 
 
Dear Geoff, 

 
Do we have anyone in place yet to be the Trust Representative 

for events that meet all 5 criteria at the bottom of page 2 on our 
booking form? Is this something that Dave Drew might be 
doing? I’m not aware of what responsibilities Dave has been 

given, and if it is a paid/contracted role or not. 
 

So far I have the following 4 bookings that meet the criteria and 
I have taken the £75 fee for. The first of which is in 3 weeks’ 
time. 

 
Sat 19/05 Wedding 

Sat 30/06 50th Birthday Party 
Sun 08/07 Wedding 
Sat 08/09 Family & Friends Gathering (100+ people) 

 
You had previously said that if we didn’t have someone in place 

by the time the bookings came around we could always refund 
the hirers the £75. 
 

Regards, 
 

Stuart Marshall 
 
Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 

07862 230462 
www.beckleyvillagehall.org 

 
Agreed to refund the money and not supply the representative.  

Stuart to let John Walsh have the bank details of the four hirers. 

GM to advise 
Stuart and GM t o 
amend our 

contract terms. 

5.16 Boiler Room Door 

 
Should be kept locked – included in hire terms. 

 
 

GM 

5.7 Trustee Recruitment 

 
AH will recruit some more Trustees/Friends 

AH 

http://www.beckleyvillagehall.org/
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5.8 Rehanging of Store Room Door 
 
RB/LB to ask Dave Drew to do this. 

RB/LB 

7 Date(s) of next meeting. 
 
Proposed:  

 
AGM Must be within 18 months of registration of 

CIO. We are (as of 2nd May) likely to over-
run this time but that is because we must 

have audited accounts to bring to the AGM 
and they are still in process.  Once agreed 
we should advertise the AGM in the 

Newsletter. 
 

 
General Meetings:  To be agreed at each meeting but the next 

meeting being Tuesday 3rd July  8.00pm 

start.   . 

JW – what is the 
date of 
registration of the 

CIO?   

   

 

 
 

  

Papers submitted: (sent separately except those marked *) 

(Papers 1 to 7 submitted with 26th March agenda and so not repeated here) 

1 Minutes of 17th Jan and 7th Feb 2018 meeting 

2 Draft Dave Drew contract (to be read also with Attachment 2a) 

3 Latest to-do list. 

4 * Email string GM/Tom Norman 

5 * Email string with Adrian Hampshire 

6 Stuart Marshall’s Feb report 

7 Counter Terrorism guidance 

8 Go Active Gold meeting of 21st Nov 

9 Stuart Marshall timesheet review 
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Attachment 4 

 

Thank you, Geoff. 
  

Tom 
  

From: Geoffrey Mills  
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2018 6:36 AM 
To: Tom Norman  

Subject: RE: Village Hall Grants 
  

Dear Tom 
  

I’ll put this on the agenda for our next meeting – which I think is next week but I’ve left 
my diary in Beijing (I’m in Shanghai), but I’ll get it at the weekend. 
  

I fly back on Monday. 
  

Best regards 
  
  

Geoff 
  

  
  
  

  
From: Tom Norman [mailto:tom@tomnorman.co.uk]  

Sent: 13 March 2018 22:04 
To: Geoffrey Mills 
Subject: Re: Village Hall Grants 

  
Dear Geoff, 

  
I’m afraid I haven’t heard anything from either David or John. 
  

Do you have any objection to me seeing the grant applications? Presumably the Village 
Hall Management Committee has copies. 

  
Best regards, 
  

Tom. 
  

From: Geoffrey Mills  
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 6:51 PM 
To: Tom Norman  

Cc: David Scott ; Walsh John  
Subject: RE: Village Hall Grants 

mailto:tom@tomnorman.co.uk
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Dear Tom 

  
I was not involved in this so will cc to David/John who would be better able to respond. 

  
There may be issues of confidentiality but they will be aware of that if there are. 
  

Best regards 
  

  
Geoff 
  

From: Tom Norman [mailto:tom@tomnorman.co.uk]  
Sent: 27 February 2018 10:17 

To: Geoffrey Mills 
Subject: Village Hall Grants 
  

Dear Geoff, 
  

I still have some concerns about the transfer of funds from the village hall to the parish 
council. Please could you provide me with the grant applications and any related 

correspondence for the following: 
  
Garfield Weston Trust 

Doris Field Trust 
J A Pye Settlement 

Bernard Sunley Trust. 
  
Many thanks, 

  
Tom. 

 

mailto:tom@tomnorman.co.uk
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Attachment 5 
 

Hi Geoff, 
 
Despite all my tinkering with Google Search, I have not been able to get the BVH 

website to appear anywhere near the top of the Google search rankings when I search 
for “Arts venues, Oxford” (as an example search). I think the time has come to admit 

that the arcane art of SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) is not one of my strengths! My 
suggestion is that we now turn to an SEO expert who should be able to fix our search 
ranking problems. 

 
I can’t say that I know of anyone who would do this on a voluntary basis so, my 

questions is, would the BVH Committee consider buying in the necessary expertise? 
 
I can hear your question: “How much would it cost?” Answer: I don’t know; may be less 

than £200 one-off, but the next step would be to ask some SEO consultants around 
Oxford for some price estimates. Thoughts? 

 
Regards, 

 
Adrian 
Tel: 01865 351454; Mob: 07540 307715; Email: ah@thehampshires.com 

 

mailto:ah@thehampshires.com

